
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 March 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Joseph O and Ellie-Mae H for always working with incredible determination 

in English; Calum K for being determined to work hard and being confident enough to participate more in lessons. 

Keep going Calum! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Luke H for contributing some wonderful knowledge and asking fantastic 

questions in Science; Lacy F for fantastic focus and working really hard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Laila J for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; 

Rocco L-S for improved attitude and effort in Spanish lessons this week. Keep it up! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Charlie M for showing huge determination to succeed in French lessons; 

Jonathan H for showing integrity in French lessons and demonstrating his determination to improve; Yvonne N for 

continuing to work really hard in French and demonstrating some excellent translation skills. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ellie-mae H for completing excellent work at home to support her learning in 

class. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Mia-Poppy M for always showing respect and integrity in English lesson. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Oliver H for always being one of the first to start his do now task and getting 

out his equipment, showing great; Louie F for making a big improvement in his English work and showing integrity. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Justas M for always demonstrating respect and determination in History; Albie 

W for demonstrating great integrity and determination in all of his geography lessons. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Riley F for completing a fantastic Do Now- excellent scientific terminology! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Lacy F for a great return to maths class with excellent effort and recall of prior 

learning; Deacon J for excellent determination and effort with challenging fractions work; Faith S and Amelia C for 

always being one of the first to start her do now task and getting out her equipment, showing great integrity. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Ella-Rose L for demonstrating integrity and focus during DEAR time. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Mostafa I, Laura Z and Charlie M for delivering a phenomenal speech! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Kyle M for demonstrating integrity and determination during his Science 

lessons; Teniola T for demonstrating integrity and determination during her Science lesson. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate every member of 7R in lesson 1 of DT on Thursday for showing all our core 

values throughout the entire lesson. Outstanding. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Lucas F for always giving a 100% in all his lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 March 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Finley F and Gian T for demonstrating his determination this week by improving 

his focus and working hard in Science; James L for demonstrating great work in science. Well done. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Daniel N and Chloe F for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Finley F for showing a tremendous amount of improvement in maths! He 

showed that determination and hard work pay off! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Hasna B for always being on task, focused and respectful in science. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Caitlin K and Miles Y for showing determination to succeed in English lessons- 

Well done! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Chloe F for sharing excellent cold call answers in English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Leah P for demonstrating brilliant determination and integrity in History. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Libbie W and Stevie C-O for being kind and helpful. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate the whole of 8I for a mature and sensible yet inquisitive approach to our PDS 

lesson on Consent; James S for attaining the highest mark in his maths class, improving massively on his last cycle 

assessment and improving his general attitude in maths; Sam A for a really improved attitude in maths, for his do 

now and mini tests, and this has led to his marks increasing hugely! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Juozas S and Oliver C for showing integrity and respect by helping out a 

student in need. Well done! 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate year 8 boys PE for demonstrating an outstanding effort in PE in our first week 

of fitness; Josh R for an excellent effort in PE yesterday; Harry J for demonstrating 100% effort in PE yesterday; 

Lucas S for demonstrating integrity and determination during his Science lessons. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Grace R-W for demonstrating integrity and determination during her Science 

lessons. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Logan B for making great efforts this week in his Science lesson and showing 

determination to succeed; Shade I-M for making great efforts this week in her Science lesson and showing 

determination to succeed. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Libby L for giving 100% in her Geography lesson. Well done; Ben O, 

Alessandro A, Riley H, Finlay C and Chay B for giving 100% in his Geography lesson. Well done; Leonardo M, Kenzie 

S and Matthew A for making great efforts this week in his Geography lesson and showing determination to succeed; 

Ali B and Richard W for always being determined to succeed. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ben O for showing determination to succeed and always giving 100% to his 

English lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 March 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Reece D, Goda S, Olivia B, Ellierose M and Louis D for always working with 

incredible determination in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Faye F for demonstrating fantastic focus and determination in the Infectious 

Diseases unit in Science; Rhys T, Keigan C, Ethan P and Benjamin W for completing some fantastic extension work 

about malaria in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ethan P and Ellierose M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done; Ava M-D for showing integrity in DEAR lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Emil B for working so hard in intervention Lexia. Well done Emil; Barbara S, 

Joshua G-C and Joel M for always being such a kind and helpful pupil, always greets me with a smile; Sabrina C, 

Gabriella C and Beren Y for always working  hard in lessons and Lexia intervention. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Elleasia J for showing integrity by clearing up the whiteboards and tidying 

my classrooom. Thank you! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ellierose M for always being focused and respectful in science. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Curtis S for always working with determination and integrity in English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Jay J for demonstrating great improvement in his attitude to learning in 

History; Poppy M and Olivia B for demonstating an improved attitude to learning in History; Louie D for always 

being incredibly respectful in DEAR and handing out the books. 

Miss Spencer would like to appreciate James T for showing integrity by clearing up the the Art room which included 

picking up all the pencils off the floor. Thank you; Louie D for always being such a kind and helpful pupil, does 

everything he should be doing without ever being asked; Viesturs K for excellent contributions in maths lessons 

and great explanations to the rest of the class in cold call. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Sam E for demonstrating fantastic focus and determination during Science 

Mr Harding would like to appreciate Louie D for showing integrity and respect by helping out a student in need. 

Well done! 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Year 9 Maths class  Determination to successfully apply prior knowledge when 

Shading Inequalities. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Harry C for demonstrating integrity and determination during her Science 

lessons. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Lexi K and Daisy M for demonstrating fantastic focus and determination 

during Science. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Jeffery E, Ryan J, Harry J, Jamie M and Keigan C for always showing integrity 

by making sure he does his homework. Well done! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ekwu J for showing determination to succeed in English and always giving 100%. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 March 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Konstantin B for being determined to succeed and being a fantastic member 

of our English class; Ellie-Mai M for always being determined to learn and be a better English student. Keep up the 

great work! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Sadie A for making fantastic progress in Science lessons and working hard in 

Do-Nows; Mckenzie L for completing some fantastic work in the Quantitative Chemistry unit in Science; Thomas H 

for always demonstrating our value of respect in Science by remaining focussed and working hard. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Adam C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; 

Lilly K for improved focus and effort in Spanish lessons this week. Keep it up! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Mckenzie L for always demonstrating our value of respect and working hard 

in intervention; Leighton H and Joy D for always giving 100% in lessons and showing great determination 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Harry W for always being on task, respectful and focused in science. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Nell C for showing determination to succeed in her new English class. Nell 

wrote an excellent analytical answer- very impressive! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Mollie H for showing determination and overcoming obsticals to work in 

English. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Will W for showing determination throughout a difficult new topic in Science; 

Leighton H for always giving 100% in lessons and showing great determination. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Libby B for massively improving her score in her cycle assessment sicne last 

time and working really hard in lessons; Konstantin B for excellent independent study in maths showing the 

determination to succeed! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Preslav M for demonstrating integrity and determination during his Science 

lesson. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Lucy O for a great effort in her Science Assessment; Martina I for always 

demonstrating our value of respect in Science by remaining focussed and working hard. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Luke B for outstanding 'on call' answers; Annie B for always giving 100% in English 

lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 11 March 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Abigail V for continuing to develop her English work to a very high standard, 

I am expecting great things . . . keep going Abi; James M for showing determination and a continual positive attitude 

in English. Keep going James; Olajuwon A-I, Arturs K, Alex S, Michael W, Yanetsi L-D, Ben J, Ava R and Brodie G for 

showing determination to improve and succeed in English; Sophie H for always being determined to succeed and 

working hard in English; Luke B for always asking for help when needed and wanting to improve, keep going Luke. 

You can do it; Maggie S for showing determination and respect in English lessons and always wanting to improve; 

Esther A for showing determination to improve and succeed in English and being a fantastic role model to other 

students; Luke R for producing high quality work and always asking how to improve, a great sign of a successful 

English student; Emma N for showing determination to improve and succeed in English and being a kind and 

thoughtful person. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Amy M for excellent preparation for GCSE speaking exam. Well done; Patryk B 

for always challenging himself to improve in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Patryk B for thinking of judicious perceptive points in English. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Maddi R for always working hard in maths lessons and in revision lessons, a 

brilliant attitude towards her studies; Bailee O for fantastic contributions in maths lessons, with great explanations 

to the rest of the class; Taylor L-S and Maisie M for an excellent revision session last week making improvements 

on the MOCK exam; Tom K for a huge improvement in attitude and effort during maths lessons - it will make a 

difference if he works hard enough, keep it up! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Michael F and Joshua S for demonstrating integrity and determination during 

his Science lessons. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Amy M and Patryk B for always working hard in Science lessons and in 

revision lessons, a brilliant attitude towards her studies. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Lara B, Elliot C, Deryn C, Emilie H, Hallie H-W, Elyssa K, Yanetsi L-D, Taylor L-S, 

Kamil L, James M, Kelsea M, Diana R, Ava R and Caitlin S for demonstrating outstanding determination to succeed 

in the practical catering assessment this week which resulted in the most amazing work produced. I am so very 

proud of you. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Kayia M and Sophie H for showing determination and integrity by completing 

their Sociology homework. well done! keep it up! 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Tom H for producing an amazing creative writing response. 

 

 


